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RBA Cash Rate Outlook
The RBA on Standby


The Reserve Bank (RBA) left the official cash rate unchanged at 1.0% at its August meeting
after back-to-back cuts over June and July. The decision was widely expected by markets.



The RBA has reiterated that it would “continue to monitor developments in the labour
market closely and ease monetary policy further if needed.” The RBA remains on standby,
continuing to leave the door open for more easing.



There was only a small acknowledgement of the rapid deterioration in trade tensions
between the US and China over the past few days. The RBA notes that there was “increased
uncertainty” in regard to trade and technology disputes and it adds that “risks to the global
economy remain tilted to the downside”.



In regards to the Australian economic outlook, the RBA’s language suggests it is seeing the
glass as half full. The RBA states economic growth is expected to “strengthen gradually”. It
references “lower interest rates, recent tax cuts, ongoing spending on infrastructure, signs of
stabilising in some housing markets and a brighter outlook for the resources sector” as
factors supporting the economic outlook.



The RBA’s growth forecasts of 2.5% in 2019 and 2.75% in 2020 suggest economic growth
running at a below-trend pace this year, and returning to trend in 2020. We will gain further
detail into the RBA’s thinking and forecasts in its quarterly Statement on Monetary policy,
which will be released on Friday, after the Governor delivers his semi-annual testimony.



The RBA may be on the pause button for easing monetary policy, but we do not think it will
be there for long. The support to economic growth is unlikely to be enough to drive a
turnaround in the labour market sufficient to bring the unemployment rate down. The
events over the past couple of days on trade further suggest increased downside risks to the
global outlook.



The RBA is continuing to indicate that it would lower official interest rates again “if needed”.
A softening in employment conditions and the deteriorating global growth outlook suggests
the RBA could see this need within the next few months. We continue to favour October as
the timing for the next rate cut, but could not rule out September, particularly if
employment disappoints and the global environment continues to deteriorate.

The Reserve Bank (RBA) left the official cash rate unchanged at 1.0% at its August meeting after
back-to-back cuts over June and July. The decision was widely expected by markets.
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closely and ease monetary policy further if needed.” The RBA remains on standby, continuing to
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leave the door open for more easing.
The RBA also inserted the forward guidance that “it is reasonable to expect that an extended
period of low interest rates will be required”. A similar phrase was stated by Lowe in a speech last
month.
There was only a small acknowledgement of the rapid deterioration in trade tensions between the
US and China over the past few days. The RBA notes that there was “increased uncertainty” in
regard to trade and technology disputes instead of “uncertainty” previously, and it adds that “risks
to the global economy remain tilted to the downside”.
In regards to the Australian economic outlook, the RBA’s language suggests it is seeing the glass as
half full. The RBA states that economic growth is expected to “strengthen gradually”. It references
“lower interest rates, recent tax cuts, ongoing spending on infrastructure, signs of stabilising in
some housing markets and a brighter outlook for the resources sector” as factors supporting the
economic outlook.
Nonetheless, the RBA’s growth forecasts of 2.5% in 2019 and 2.75% in 2020 suggests economic
growth running at a below-trend pace this year, and returning to trend in 2020.
Moreover, we continue to see downside risks, particularly given the ongoing uncertainty with
regards to trade tensions and the loss of momentum in the global economy.
Without the economic growth strengthening to a pace above trend, it is difficult to envisage an
unemployment rate falling by enough to support wage growth and inflation returning back to the
RBA’s 2 to 3 percent target band any time soon.
Indeed, the RBA points to “little inroad into the spare capacity in the labour market recently” but
there doesn’t seem to be much reassurance to how the RBA’s central scenario would result in the
unemployment rate to “decline over the next couple of years to around 5 per cent”, as the RBA
has forecast.
We will gain further detail into the RBA’s thinking and forecasts in its quarterly Statement on
Monetary policy which will be released on Friday, after the Governor delivers his semi-annual
testimony to Parliament.
On the housing market, the RBA remains cautious, noting that overall housing conditions
“remained soft” but “there are some signs of a turnaround, especially in Sydney and Melbourne”.
Outlook and Implications
The RBA may be on the pause button for easing monetary policy, but we do not think it will be
there for long. The growth outlook, particularly for consumer spending, does look better from the
second half of 2019. But this improvement is coming from a very low starting point – retail
spending (volumes) grew at their slowest annual pace since 1991, when the economy was in
recession.
The support to economic growth is unlikely to be enough to drive a turnaround in the labour
market in order to bring the unemployment rate down.
The events over the past couple of days in trade developments further suggest increased
downside risks to the global outlook.
The RBA is continuing to indicate that it would lower official interest rates again “if needed”. A
softening in employment conditions and the deteriorating global growth outlook suggests the RBA
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could see this need become a reality within the next few months. We continue to favour October
as the timing for the next rate cut, but could not rule out September, particularly if employment
disappoints and the global environment continues to deteriorate.
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The Detail
The information contained in this report (“the Information”) is provided for, and is only to be used by, persons in Australia. The information may not
comply with the laws of another jurisdiction. The Information is general in nature and does not take into account the particular investment objectives
or financial situation of any potential reader. It does not constitute, and should not be relied on as, financial or investment advice or
recommendations (expressed or implied) and is not an invitation to take up securities or other financial products or services. No decision should be
made on the basis of the Information without first seeking expert financial advice. For persons with whom Bank of Melbourne has a contract to supply
Information, the supply of the Information is made under that contract and Bank of Melbourne’s agreed terms of supply apply. Bank of Melbourne
does not represent or guarantee that the Information is accurate or free from errors or omissions and Bank of Melbourne disclaims any duty of care in
relation to the Information and liability for any reliance on investment decisions made using the Information. The Information is subject to change.
Terms, conditions and any fees apply to Bank of Melbourne products and details are available. Bank of Melbourne or its officers, agents or employees
(including persons involved in preparation of the Information) may have financial interests in the markets discussed in the Information. Bank of
Melbourne owns copyright in the information unless otherwise indicated. The Information should not be reproduced, distributed, linked or
transmitted without the written consent of Bank of Melbourne.

Any unauthorised use or dissemination is prohibited. Neither Bank of Melbourne- A Division of Westpac Banking Corporation ABN 33 007 457 141
AFSL 233714 ACL 233714, nor any of Westpac’s subsidiaries or affiliates shall be liable for the message if altered, changed or falsified.
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